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Objectives for Web Event

Participants will learn:

• The importance of conducting surveys that are responsive to cultural considerations

• The process of developing and conducting community needs assessments that are 
culturally responsive

• Preliminary findings from a community needs assessment conducted in Utah and 
how the results will be used

• How states can collaborate and what they can learn from community surveys

• Lessons learned about conducting community surveys in Native American 
communities and how these lessons are applicable to other diverse communities
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Introduction

• The SAMHSA 2018 Healthy Transitions grant was awarded to 
Utah Navajo Health System (UNHS) Inc., in August 2018 to 
develop the Iina Bihoo’aah Program 

(Navajo translation as “Life Learning, Essence of Life”)   

• One of the first activities associated with this new grant was to 
conduct a community needs assessment  
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Developing the Survey

Three resources were harnessed to develop the tool used in the 
needs assessment:

1. A community survey administered two years prior

2. A survey developed by the Urban Indian Center of Salt Lake

3. Input and additions by Iina Bihoo’aah Program staff
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Area of Focus

Population of focus was Utah San Juan County residents within 
service area of Utah Navajo Health System, Inc. (UNHS) which 
included the Navajo Nation reservation strip in Utah and the 
White Mesa Ute Mountain Ute reservation 
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Montezuma Creek Community Health Center UNHS Headquarters
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Monument Valley Community Health Center
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Navajo Mountain Community Health Center
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Navajo Mountain, Utah
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Survey Administration

• Survey was administered from December 14, 2018 to 
January 30, 2019

• Administered online, offline and on paper 

• In total, 429 people participated in the survey, including 
298 Native American community members
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Distribution of Survey

Strategies to raise awareness about the survey included:
• Presentations at community gatherings

o High school senior/parent meetings
o Community dinners and events

• Use of social media outlets
o UNHS Facebook
o WeAreNavajo.org website
o Texting survey links to families and friends

• Announcement in local newsletter, Medically Speaking

• Fliers w/ a QR (Quick Response) code and link to access the survey 
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Delivering the Survey

• Iina Bihoo’aah Program staff approached people one-on-one in 
the UNHS clinics 

• Explanation of the survey took time 

• Reassuring community members that the survey was 
completely anonymous 

• Navajo translation
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Administering the Survey

Strategies for administration included:

• Capacity to use the platform offline

• I-pads loaded with the survey at community events

• Paper versions of the survey to supplement electronic capacity 
at large events

• QR codes available when using print media
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Incentives

Strategies to incentivize respondents included:

• Weekly drawings for $25 and $50 dollar gift 
cards to Walmart

• 3 grand prizes

o Chain saw

o I-pad

o Generator
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Survey Topics

• Survey topics included:

o Education

o Individual and family struggles 

o Health habits 

o Community strengths and challenges

o Desire for community activities and classes 
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Preliminary Findings

• 309 Native American respondents
• 74% of the respondents were female
• 82% were nonsmokers (91% of non-native respondents 

were non-smokers)
• 16% of respondents were 16-18 years old
• 22% were 18-25 years old
• 62% were 26 years or older 
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Native American Demographics

• Household sizes: 
o 41% have 5-8 people in a household

o 5% have 8 or more people in a household

• Generations in a household
o 15% are living with 3 or more generations in one 

household

• Income:
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Education

• Education was shown to be a key strength

• 94% of respondents over the age of 18 had completed 

high school

• 47% finished college

o 12% of those earned a Master's degree or higher

• 8% chose technical/trade school

o 92% earned a certificate or graduated
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What Difficulties Have You Experienced? 
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Best Supports in Community

16-18 year olds: 

1. Good public education (K-12)
2. Good opportunities for higher education
3. I don’t know

18-25 year olds: 

1. Good public education (K-12)
2. Good opportunities for higher education
3. Recreation opportunities
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All ages: 
1. Good public education (K-12)
2. Good opportunities for higher 

education
3. Strong family support system



Challenges in Community

16-17 year olds: 

1. Unplanned parenthood
2. Lack of preparation though public 

education
3. Lack of higher education opportunities

18-25 year olds: 

1. Unplanned parenthood
2. Lack of job training opportunities
3. Unemployment
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All ages: 
1. Lack of job training opportunities
2. Unplanned parenthood
3. Substance abuse/Unemployment



Community Involvement

16-18 years old

18-25 year olds
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How The Results Will Be Used

In order for program administrators to use and community results, the 
results had to be understandable and useful.  This was facilitated by:

• Creation of a dashboard that showed graphs, charts and numbers, in 
real-time while the survey was being administered

• Creation of filtered groups to allow for understanding of subsets of 
respondents.  For example:

o The community of focus was identified as all residents within the 
Navajo strip area, plus Native American respondents from other 
areas in the county
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Reporting Results

Returning results to the community

• Presentation of preliminary results during the Iina Bihoo’aah
kick-off event

• An article summarizing results in the community newsletter

• A complete report for the UNHS Board of Directors and 
Administration, and local Navajo Nation Chapter Houses
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Returning Results to UNHS

A report that focuses on health-related aspects of the survey is being 
developed for UNHS.  This report will focus on:

• Longitudinal trends associated with physical, mental and behavioral 
health

• Health disparities associated with demographic categories such as 
race, geographical area and age

• Reasons for failure to seek treatment, by demographic category
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Using Results to Drive the Program

• Several areas of focus have been identified, with action steps 
planned

• The prominence of education emerged as both an asset and a 
challenge

o Iina Bihoo’aah will engage with public education and higher education to 
enhance programming and facilitate transitions from lower to higher 
education

o Iina Bihoo’aah  will create a drop-in center with computers and tutors to 
provide educational support to young adults in the community

o Iina Bihoo’aah  will provide supported education services to youth and 
young adults enrolled in the program
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The desire for group activities, such as group exercise and 
cultural events:

o Iina Bihoo’aah  will use resources within the communities to 
organize community events and cultural activities

o Iina Bihoo’aah  will offer volunteer opportunities (something the 
young people were interested in) for contributing and leading 
group activities and events

o Drop-in center space will be used to provide group activities such 
as exercise classes
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Using Results to Drive the Program, Cont.



Using Results to Drive the Program, Cont.

When asked what prevents young people from transitioning to 
healthy adulthood, the number one challenge reported by Native 
American respondents under the age of 26 was unplanned 
pregnancy

o Iina Bihoo’aah will work with tribal leadership 
to determine the best approaches to address this challenge

o Information and other strategies will be considered
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Using Results to Drive the Program, Cont.

• Key difficulties identified included suicidal thoughts, domestic violence, 
alcoholism, self-harm, and trauma

• Iina Bihoo’aah will engage partners in determining strategies for 
addressing challenges including suicidal thoughts and substance use

• Strategies and services to address these difficulties:
o Develop culturally competent youth and family leadership/advocacy training curriculum 

in accordance with cultural and linguistic needs of the individuals, particularly the 
population of focus

o Community education will focus on schools, youth and families, and the community in 
general to promote mental health awareness and enhance support for young people

o Use of needs assessment to promote quality improvement on outcomes, organizational 
efficiency, developing policy and procedures, client and provider satisfaction, and 
community support for Iina Bihoo’aah services that will address disparities
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Lessons Learned Within the Native American Community

• Utilize multiple resources including the use of key informants or 
key community members during all phases of needs assessment

• More face-to-face outreach efforts

• Navajo translation

o Engineer questions for efficient Navajo translation

• Unintended consequences of those who self-identified as having 
thoughts of suicide 

o How could we have addressed or reached out to them?
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Strategies for State-Tribal Collaboration

• The grant is awarded directly to the tribe
o State employees are subcontracted by the tribe for technical 

assistance
• Consistent communication

o Use of technology
• Shared resources

o Transparency and establishing a scope of work to meet the goals of 
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Lessons Learned Within the State Agency

Scarcity matters:
• Data were scarce within the Navajo Nation
• Information was scarce within the communities 

• Power/energy was scarce within the families
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Lessons Learned Within the State Agency, Cont.

Community members must contribute to survey content:

• Specific (albeit atypical) items were included for specific reasons

• Stakeholders wanted to be able to drill down to very small 
communities

• Questions about stigma were dropped because stigma is not a Navajo 
concept
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Lessons Learned Within the State Agency, Cont.

Let the community members drive:

• Promises must be kept – and they know what the promises are

• Timing is important – and different than you think

• Tribal political context needs to be addressed

• The project may be non-linear and iterative – and that’s okay
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Lessons Learned Within the State Agency, Cont.

Miscellaneous lessons learned:

• Filter expertise through community experience 

• Facilitate amplification of the Native voice

• Use your own voice, when asked

• These method and lessons learned can and should be 
applied to any diverse population
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Q & A

Submit your questions now

Submit your questions later

CMHIeval@westat.com

mailto:CMHIeval@westat.com


CMHI Web Event Training Series: Upcoming Events

Assessment Tools for Residential Interventions 

Thursday, May 23, 2019 from 1:30-3:00 pm ET

Register Now https://bit.ly/2uQTqBC
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https://bit.ly/2uQTqBC


SAMHSA’s mission is to reduce the impact of substance abuse and 

mental illness on America’s communities.

www.samhsa.gov

1-877-SAMHSA-7 (1-877-726-4727) ● 1-800-487-4889 (TDD)
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